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ÄLet A be a Noetherian ring, I and I be comaximal ideals of A, and P be a
Äprojective A-module. ``Addition'' refers to being given a surjection P ‚ I and
Äproducing a surjection P ‚ I l I. This is useful, for example, when P is free, to
Ädetermine how many elements it takes to generate the ideal I l I. ``Subtraction''
Ä Ärefers to being given P ‚ I l I and producing some P ‚ I. A major use of this is
Äwhen I s A, to show a projective module has a unimodular element. Here we
Žextend certain addition and subtraction results of R. Sridharan 1995, J. Algebra
. Ž176, 947]958 and S. Mandal and R. Sridharan 1996, J. Math. Kyoto Uni¤. 36, No.
.3, 453]470 . In both addition and subtraction, we weaken the hypotheses imposed
Äon I and in a suitable fashion remove the hypothesis that P must have trivial
determinant. With certain restrictions, we also now allow dim ArI F 1, rather
than ht I s dim A. When A is an affine algebra over a field F, Mandal and
Sridharan had subtraction results for when I is the intersection of finitely many
'maximal ideals whose residue fields are quadratically closed, when I has this
Ž .form if char F / 2 , or when I is the maximal ideal of an F-rational point. In our
generalization, we allow I to be the intersection of finitely many maximal ideals, all
of whose residue fields are quadratically closed, except possibly one which instead
'defines an F-rational point. When char F / 2, we only need to require I to have
this form. In particular, we can subtract an ideal whose radical is the maximal ideal
of an F-rational point; this has been used by S. M. Bhatwadekar and R. Sridharan
Ž .1998, In¤ent. Math. 133, No. 1, 161]192 to construct a certain local complete
intersection ideal which is not a complete intersection ideal. Q 1999 Academic Press
0. NOTATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND TERMINOLOGY
In this paper, we assume that all rings are commutative with unit. Let A
be a ring. As usual, dim A will be Krull dimension, which by convention
will be y‘ for the zero ring, so that if I s A, then dim ArI F k for any
= w xk g Z. We denote by A the group of units of A, and by A t the
w xpolynomial ring in one variable over A. For an A-module M, M t
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w x w x Ž .denotes M m A t . For a g A and I ; A t , I a is the image of I underA
Äw xthe map A t “ A which sends t ‹ a. We say ideals I, I : A are
Äcomaximal if I q I s A.
We say an ideal I : A is a complete intersection ideal of height r if it is
generated by a regular sequence of length r. It is a local complete
intersection ideal of height r if for all primes p g Spec A which contain I,
I is a complete intersection ideal of height r. It is a standard fact that ap
local complete intersection of height r is a complete intersection of height
r if and only if it is generated by r elements.
We assume all projective modules are finitely generated, but not neces-
sarily of constant rank. For P a projective A-module, ``r s rank P,'' means
that r is the function Spec A “ N given by p ‹ rank P . So for n g N,A pp
Ž .``r G n'' means that r p G n, for all p g Spec A, i.e., we think of n as a
constant function on Spec A. And nr P is the rank 1 projective A-module,
sometimes called the determinant of P, which equals the top exterior
power of P on each open subset of Spec A on which P has constant rank.
ŽNote, however, that little is lost by assuming that all projective modules
.have constant rank. For a ring A and P a projective A-module of rank r,
Ž . Ž .we denote by End P the set of A-module endomorphisms of P, GL P
Ž .the group of A-module automorphisms, and by SL P the subgroup of
automorphisms a with nra s 1.
Ž .For M an A-module, we write M* for Hom M, A . If m g M, we sayA
Ž .m is a unimodular element if there exists f g M* such that f m s 1, or
equivalently, m generates a rank 1 free direct summand of M. We denote
by 1 the identity map on M. For n G 1, we denote by 1 the n = nM n
identity matrix. For F a field, an affine algebra over F is an F-algebra A
of finite type. An F-rational point of A is a closed point of Spec A defined
by a maximal ideal m : A such that Arm is isomorphic to F as an
F-algebra.
1. INTRODUCTION
ÄLet A be a Noetherian ring, I and I be comaximal ideals of A, and P
w xbe a projective A-module. Following the terminology of MS , ``addition''
Ärefers to being given a surjection P ‚ I and producing a surjection
ÄP ‚ I l I. This is useful, for example, when P is free, to determine how
Ämany elements it takes to generate the ideal I l I. ``Subtraction'' refers to
Ä Äbeing given P ‚ I l I and producing some P ‚ I. A major use of this is
Äwhen I s A, to show a projective module has a unimodular element. In
this paper we extend certain addition and subtraction results of Sridharan
w x w xRS1 and Mandal and Sridharan MS .
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One motivation for the search for unimodular elements is the following
Ž w x .well known situation. See Mu, MK2, MKMu . Suppose A is a smooth
affine variety of dimension n over an algebraically closed field, P is a rank
n projective A-module, and J is the image of a generic section of P. Then
Ž . ŽP having a unimodular element is equivalent to 0 s c P the nth chernn
.class , and also equivalent to J being a complete intersection ideal. This
equivalence, however, does not hold if the base field is not algebraically
closed. Nori suggested an ``euler class map'' to replace the nth chern class
map, so that P has a unimodular element if and only if its euler class is
wzero. This has been carried out for P having trivial determinant in MS,
xRS3, and BS . Our subtraction results allow us to expand the class of ideals
J such that the existence of P ‚ J implies P has a unimodular element.
We also will allow P to have non-trivial determinant, which may lead to a
more general ``euler class map'' which would be able to determine the
existence of unimodular elements for such P. Note that in all our cases of
subtraction, one of our addition theorems tells us that in fact P having a
unimodular element is equivalent to the existence of some P ‚ J.
Consider the following theorem of Mohan Kumar.
w xTHEOREM MK2, Corollary 1 . Let A be a reduced affine algebra of
Ädimension n o¤er a field which is finite or algebraically closed. Suppose I and I
are comaximal ideals which are local complete intersection ideals of height n.
Ä ÄIf I and I are generated by n elements, then I l I is generated by n elements.
Ž .Sridharan extended the above result except when n F 2 :
w xTHEOREM RS1, Theorem 4 . Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n.
ÄSuppose I and I are comaximal ideals of height r which are generated by r
Äelements. Further suppose 2 r G n q 3 and dim ArI s dim ArI s n y r.
ÄThen I l I is generated by r elements.
Ž n. Ž .The above theorem is a special case with Q s A of 1 in the
following theorem, which summarizes Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6.
THEOREM. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n. Let P and Q be
Ärank r projecti¤e A-modules, Q ha¤ing a unimodular element. Suppose I and I
Äare comaximal ideals of A with dim ArI F r y 2. If there exist surjections
Ä ÄQ ‚ I and P ‚ I, then there exists a surjection P ‚ I l I, pro¤ided we ha¤e
one of the following sets of conditions.
Ž .1 P s Q, dim ArI F r y 2, and 2 r G n q 3.
Ž .2 dim ArI s 0, and r G n q 1.
Ž .  4 r r3 dim ArI F 1, r G max n, 3 , and n P ( n Q.
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n Ž .Note that by taking Q s A in 3 , we get a more general statement of
the following addition principle of Mandal and Sridharan.
w xTHEOREM MS, Theorem 3.2 . Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension
n G 3 and P be a projecti¤e A-module of rank n with tri¤ial determinant. Let
Ä nI and I be comaximal ideals of height n. If there exist surjections A ‚ I and
Ä ÄP ‚ I, then there exists a surjection P ‚ I l I.
w xSridharan also proved the following result RS1, Theorem 1 . Let
dim A s n G 3, I : A be a height n ideal generated by n elements, and P
be a rank n projective module with trivial determinant. If P has a
unimodular element, then there exists a surjection P ‚ I. Sridharan's
w xproof uses Mandal's Theorem Ma, Theorem 2.1 . Mohan Kumar pointed
Ž .out oral communication that it suffices to use only the Eisenbud]Evans
Theorem, i.e., Theorem 2.2, below. This allows us to prove the following
Žresult, which we will prove as Corollary 3.3. Sridharan's result is the
Ž . n .special case of 2 with Q s A and r s ht I s n G 3.
THEOREM. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n, I : A an ideal,
and P and Q projecti¤e A-modules of rank r, each ha¤ing a unimodular
element. Suppose we ha¤e one of the following conditions.
Ž .1 dim ArI s 0 and r G n q 1.
Ž . r r2 dim ArI F 1, r G n, and n P ( n Q.
If there exists a surjection Q ‚ I, then there exists a surjection P ‚ I.
The above result can be interpreted to say that, with certain restrictions,
the existence of a surjection P ‚ I depends only on rank P and possibly
its determinant. We can also think of this as an addition result, taking
P ‚ A to P ‚ I. Although the above theorem is barely an improvement
Ž .over the addition theorem stated above only the case r s n s 2 is new ,
here we will have more control over the surjection we find. For a more
precise statement, see Theorem 3.2.
Now let us consider subtraction. In Theorem 4.1, we will see that any
ideal can be subtracted when rank P G 1 q dim A. Our main result,
Theorem 6.1, addresses the case rank P s dim A. The following theorem
gives one consequence of this theorem.
THEOREM. Let A be an affine algebra of dimension n G 3 o¤er a field F
with char F / 2. Let P be a projecti¤e A-module with tri¤ial determinant, and
'I : A an ideal generated by n elements such that I defines an F-rational
point. If there exists a surjection P ‚ I, then P has a unimodular element.
w x Ž .In RS1, MS , similar theorems were proved see below , but with I itself
the maximal ideal of an F-rational point. Our result has been used by
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w xBhatwedekar and Sridharan BS to show that the hypotheses in the
following results are necessary.
THEOREM. Let A be a regular affine domain of dimension n o¤er a field k.
w xSuppose I : A t is a local complete intersection ideal of height n such that
IrI 2 is generated by n elements.
Ž . w x Ž .1 BS, Corollary 3.9 If k is algebraically closed, n G 3, and I 0 is
either a complete intersection ideal or equal to A, then I is a complete
intersection ideal.
Ž . w x2 BS, Corollary 4.18 If k s R, n G 2, and e¤ery maximal ideal of A
is a complete intersection ideal, then I is a complete intersection ideal.
Ž .In 1 , the hypothesis that k is algebraically closed is necessary, and in
Ž .2 , the hypothesis that all maximal ideals are complete intersection ideals
w xis necessary. Specifically, in BS, Example 5.2 , Bhatwadekar and Sridharan
use our above subtraction result to show that if A is the coordinate ring of
w xthe real n-sphere, n even, then there exists I : A t a local complete
intersection ideal of height n which is not a complete intersection ideal,
2 Ž .with IrI generated by n elements, and I 0 a complete intersection ideal.
Before stating more of our subtraction results, let us look at the
w x Ž w x .subtraction results of MS . These generalize RS1, Theorem 2, 3, and 5 .
THEOREM. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n G 3 and P be a
Äprojecti¤e A-module of rank n with tri¤ial determinant. Let I and I be
comaximal ideals of A of height n. Suppose we ha¤e surjections An ‚ I and
Ä ÄP ‚ I l I. Then there exists a surjection P ‚ I pro¤ided either of the follow-
ing sets of condition holds.
Ž . w x1 MS, Theorem 3.5 A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F and I is the
maximal ideal of an F-rational point.
Ž . w x 22 MS, Theorem 3.14 IrI is a free ArI-module of rank n and one
of the following conditions holds.
Ž .i A is a finitely generated Z-algebra.
Ž .ii A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F and ArI is the product of
Ž .quadratically closed fields i.e., e¤ery element has a square root .
'Ž .iii A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F, char F / 2, and Ar I is
a product of quadratically closed fields.
The above condition that IrI 2 is rank n free turns out to be unneces-
sary. Here are more consequences of our main subtraction result, Theo-
rem 6.1. As remarked above, in these cases, our addition results tell us that
Ä Äin fact existence of P ‚ I l I is equivalent to existence of P ‚ I.
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THEOREM. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n G 3, and P and Q
be projecti¤e A-modules of rank n with isomorphic determinants, Q ha¤ing a
Ä Äunimodular element. Let I and I be comaximal ideals with dim ArI F n y 2.
ÄIf there are surjections Q ‚ I and P ‚ I l I, then there exists a surjection
ÄP ‚ I, pro¤ided we ha¤e one of the following conditions.
Ž .1 I is a local complete intersection ideal of height n y 1.
Ž .2 I is the finite intersection of maximal ideals of height F n y 1
Žwhich define regular points. Of course, no such I exists in an affine domain
.o¤er a field.
Ž .3 dim ArI s 0 and A is a finite type Z-algebra.
Ž .4 A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F, I s m l ??? l m , the1 t
intersection of finitely many maximal ideals, with the residue fields for
w x wm , . . . , m resp. m , . . . , m quadratically closed resp. with also m1 t 2 t 1
xdefining an F-rational point .
Ž .5 A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F of characteristic not 2, and
'I s m l ??? l m , the intersection of finitely many maximal ideals, with1 t
w xthe residue fields for m , . . . , m resp. m , . . . , m quadratically closed1 t 2 t
w xresp. with also m defining an F-rational point .1
Ä ŽImportant special cases are I s A giving us a tool to find a unimodular
. nelement of P , and Q s A , i.e., I is generated by n elements, though this
limits P to having trivial determinant.
In Section 2, we will state theorems of Eisenbud]Evans, Serre, and
Mandal]Sridharan, and give some applications of these theorems. Section
3 has our addition results. In Section 4, we will prove our subtraction
principle, which gives an abstract statement about when we can subtract.
Section 6 contains our main subtraction result, Theorem 6.1, and its
applications; this theorem is based on our subtraction principle and some
assorted results which we prove in Section 5.
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We first wish to state a sufficiently general version of the Eisenbud]
Evans Theorem to suit our needs.
DEFINITION. Let A be a ring, X a subset of Spec A, and d: X “ N s
 4 Ž . Ž .0, 1, . . . any map. For p , q g X, we say p < q if p m q and d p ) d q .
This gives a partial order on X. We say d is a generalized dimension
Ž .function if for any ideal I : A, V I l X has only a finite number of
minimal elements with respect to the above partial order.
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EXAMPLES 2.1.
Ž .1 If A is Noetherian and X : Spec A is locally closed, then
Ž . Ž .d p s dim Arp and d p s dim X y ht p are generalized dimension
functions.
Ž . Ž .2 For A Noetherian and X : Spec A locally closed, d p s r y
 4ht p is a generalized dimension function on X l p: ht p F r .
Ž .3 If d : X “ N are generalized dimension functions for i s 1, 2,i i
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4then so is d: X j X “ N given by d p s max d p , d p , where we1 2 1 2
Ž .set d p s 0 for p f X .i i
DEFINITION. Let A be a ring, X a subset of Spec A, Q a projective
A-module, and q g Q. We say q is basic on X if for all p g X, the image
 Ž . 4 Žof q in Q is unimodular, or equivalently f q : f g Q* W p. Note that qp
.is unimodular if and only if it is basic on Spec A.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2 Eisenbud]Evans . Let A be a ring, X a subset of Spec A,
and d: X “ N a generalized dimension function. Let Q be a projecti¤e
module of rank r, and M : Q be a finitely generated submodule. Suppose
Ž . Ž .that for all p g X, r p G 1 q d p and M s Q . Then for any elementp p
Ž .q, a g Q [ A which is basic on X, there exists m g M such that q q am g
Q is basic on X.
Remark 2.3. When not otherwise specified, we will apply Theorem 2.2
Ž .with M s Q and d p s dim Arp.
Sketch of Proof. When M s Q, this is a special case of Plumstead's
w x wextension, found in P , of the original Eisenbud]Evans Theorem EE,
Ž .xTheorem A i . For the general case, use Plumstead's technique to extend
w Ž .Ž .x Ž w x.EE, Theorem A ii b or to extend Sw, Lemma 3.7, Theorem 3.5 .
We will frequently use the following well known result, which follows
Ž .directly from Theorem 2.2 Eisenbud]Evans .
Ž .THEOREM 2.4 Serre . Let A be a Noetherian ring and P a projecti¤e
A-module with rank P G 1 q dim A. Then P has a unimodular element.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a Noetherian ring and P and Q projecti¤e
A-modules of rank r.
Ž .1 If dim A s 0, then Q ( P. If dim A s 1, then Q ( P if and only
if nr Q ( nr P.
Ž . r r2 If dim A F 1 and n : n Q “ n P is an isomorphism, then thereÄ
exists an isomorphism a : Q “ P such that nra s n .Ä
Proof. After reducing to the case where P and Q have constant rank,
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 follows immediately from Theorem 2.4 Serre . For 2 , we reduce to
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the case of constant rank, and then without loss of generality we may
Ž . Ž .assume that r G 2. By Theorem 2.4 Serre , write Q s Q9 [ A. By 1 , Let
Ž r .y1a : Q9 [ A “ P be any isomorphism, and consider n a n gÄ0 0
Ž r . = =GL n Q s A , say given by a g A . Then let a s a g where g g0
Ž . Ž . Ž .GL Q9 [ A is q, x ‹ q, ax , for q g Q9 and x g A.
The following is a typical application of the Eisenbud]Evans theorem.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a Noetherian ring, and Q be a rank r projecti¤e
Ämodule with a unimodular element, say Q s Q9 [ A. Suppose I and I are
Äcomaximal ideals such that r G 2 q dim ArI, and we ha¤e a surjection h:
Q ‚ I.
ÄŽ . Ž .Then there exists f g SL Q such that hf Q9 and I are comaximal, and
Ž .for p prime, p = hf Q9 implies p = I or ht p G r y 1. Thus, in particular,
Ž .if dim ArI F d and r G dim A q 1 y d , then dim Arhf Q9 F d .
Proof. Let X and X be the subsets of Spec A defined by X s p:1 2 1
Ä4  Ž . 4p = I and X s p: p W I and ht p F r p y 2 . Let X s X j X , and2 1 2
define a function on X by
dim Arp if p g X , p f X¡ 1 2~ r p y 2 y ht p if p f X , p g XŽ .d p sŽ . 1 2¢max dim Arp , r p y 2 y ht p if p g X l X . 4Ž . 1 2
By Examples 2.1, d is a generalized dimension function. Note that for
Ž . Ž . Ž .all p g X, rank Q9 s r p y 1 G 1 q d p . And h s h9, a g Q* (A pp
Ž . Ž .Q9 * [ A is basic on Spec A y V I ; in particular, it is basic on X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Applying Theorem 2.2 Eisenbud]Evans to h9, a , we get f 9 g Q9 *
such that h9 q af 9 is basic on X. Let f be the automorphism of Q s Q9
Ž . Ž Ž ..[ A given by q, b ‹ q, b q f 9 q , for q g Q9 and b g A. Clearly
Ž . < Ž .f g SL Q . Also notice hf s h9 q af 9, so that if p = hf Q9 , thenQ9
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .p f X. In particular, p = hf Q9 implies p W I, so that hf Q9 and I are
Ž .comaximal. And since p = hf Q9 implies p f X , we have either p = I2
or ht p G r y 1. The final statement of the lemma follows directly from
this.
Remark 2.7. For any integer k G 1, we could have applied Theorem 2.2
Ž . kŽ . Ž .Eisenbud]Evans for the submodule I Q9 * : Q9 *. The resulting f
would additionally have the property that it induces the identity on
QrI kQ.
Many of our addition and subtraction results will use the following
w xtheorem, which is based on Mandal's Theorem Ma, Theorem 2.1 . This
w xextension is due to Mandal and Sridharan MS, Theorem 2.3 .
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Ž .THEOREM 2.8 Mandal]Sridharan . Let A be a Noetherian ring and
w xR s A t . Suppose I9 and I0 are comaximal ideals of R such that I9 contains
Ž .a monic polynomial and I0 s I0 0 R is an extended ideal. Suppose P is a
projecti¤e A-module of rank r G 2 q dim RrI9. If there exists surjections f :
Ž . Ž . w x w x Ž .2 Ž .P ‚ I9 0 l I0 0 and F: P t rI9P t ‚ I9r I9 such that f mod I9 0 s
Ž . w x Ž .F 0 , then there is a surjection C: P t “ I9 l I0 such that C 0 s f.
ŽRemark 2.9. Note that since I9 and I0 are comaximal, I9 l I0rI 9 I9 l
. Ž .2 Ž .I0 s I9r I9 . So in the statement above, f mod I9 0 means the map
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2f m ArI9 0 : PrI9 0 P ‚ I9 0 r I9 0 .A
3. ADDITION
As mentioned in Section 1, Mohan Kumar pointed out that certain
addition results can be proved directly from the Eisenbud]Evans Theorem
Ž .oral communication . In Theorem 3.2, we will show that this technique
gives us rather tight control on the surjection thus found. We will then use
Ž .Theorem 2.8 Mandal]Sridharan to prove other addition results, Theo-
rem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. We begin by recalling the following well known
result of Mohan Kumar.
w xPROPOSITION 3.1 MK1, Lemma 1 . Let A be a ring, I, I9, J : A ideals
such that I is finitely generated, and J : I. Suppose I s I9 q JI. Then for any
z g A, there exists z9 g z q J such that I q zA s I9 q z9 A.
Proof. Let ``bar'' denote mod I9. Since I s JI, by Nakayama's Lemma
Ž w x. Ž .e.g., Mat , there exists h g J such that 1 y h I s 0. So I s I9 q hI s
Ž .I9 q hA and 1 y h h g I9. Let z9 s z q h y zh. Clearly I9 q z9 A : I q
zA. For the opposite inclusion, it suffices to show h, z g I9 q z9 A. But
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .using 1 s 1 y z 1 y h q z9, we get h s 1 y z 1 y h h q z9h g I9 q
z9 A; using this, z s z9 y h q zh g I9 q z9 A as well, and we are done.
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n. Let I : J : A
be ideals, and let Q and Q be projecti¤e A-modules of rank r, each ha¤ing a0 1
unimodular element. Suppose we ha¤e one of the following sets of conditions.
Ž .1 dim ArI s 0 and r G n q 1.
Ž . r2 dim ArI F 1, r G n, and there exists an isomorphism h: n Q “Ä0
nr Q .1
If there exists a surjection h : Q ‚ J, then there exists a surjection h :1 1 0
Q ‚ J and an isomorphism a : Q rIQ “ Q rIQ such that the followingÄ0 0 0 1 1
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diagram commutes.
a 6Q rIQ Q rIQ0 0 1 1
6 h m ArIh m ArI 1 A0 A 6
JrIJ
Ž . rIn case 2 , we also will ha¤e n a s h m ArI.A
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n, I : A an
ideal, and Q and Q projecti¤e A-modules of rank r, each ha¤ing a0 1
unimodular element. Suppose we ha¤e one of the following sets of conditions.
Ž .1 dim ArI s 0 and r G n q 1.
Ž . r r2 dim ArI F 1, r G n, and n Q ( n Q .0 1
If there exists a surjection Q ‚ I, then there exists a surjection Q ‚ I.1 0
As mentioned in Section 1, Sridharan proved this result for Q s An and1
w xr s ht I s n G 3 RS1, Theorem 1 .
Ž .Remarks 3.4. 1 If we have I : A, Q ‚ A, and Q ‚ I, as in Corol-1 1
lary 3.3, then we can view Corollary 3.3 as an addition result, taking
Q ‚ A and producing Q ‚ I.0 0
Ž .2 Aside from the case r s n s 2, Corollary 3.3 is a special case of
Theorem 3.5. In Theorem 3.2, however, we get some control over the
surjection we find, unlike in Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By first reducing to the case of constant rank, we
may assume without loss of generality that r G 2. Let d be the maximum
allowable value of dim ArI, i.e., 0 if the first set of conditions holds, and 1
if the second set holds. Write Q s QX [ Ax for i s 0, 1, with each QX ai i i i
ÄŽ .rank r y 1 projective module. Applying Lemma 2.6 with I s A , there
Ž . Ž X .exists f g SL Q such that if K s h f Q , dim ArK F d . Since1 1 1
Ž . Xdim ArIK F d , apply Corollary 2.5 1 to get an isomorphism z 9: Q r0
X X X Ž .IKQ “ Q rIKQ . When d s 1, by Corollary 2.5 2 we can additionallyÄ0 1 1
Žassume that the following diagram commutes where the vertical maps are
X X .the isomorphisms induced by Q s Q [ Ax ( Q [ A .i i i i
nry1z 9X X X Xry1 ry16n Q rIKQ n Q rIKQ0 0 1 1
6
( (
6 hm ArIKA rr 6 n Q rIKQn Q rIKQ 1 10 0
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Define an isomorphism z : Q rIQ “ Q rIQ as in the following diagram.Ä0 0 1 1
X XQ rIQ Q rIQ [ ArI xŽ .0 0 0 0 0
6
6
z 9m ArIAr IK x ‹xz 0 1
6
X X [ ArI xQ rIQ Ž .Q rIQ 11 11 1
Ž . r r ry1 ŽLet a s f m ArI z . When d s 1, n a s n z s n z 9 mA A r IK
. Ž X . wŽ . < XArI s h m ArI. Now, since K s h f Q , we get a surjection h f QA 1 1 1 1
x X X 2 X Xm ArIK z 9: Q rIKQ ‚ KrIK . Lift this map to some h : Q “ K, andA 0 0 0 0
X Ž .apply Proposition 3.1 with I s K, I9 s im h , J s IK , and z s h f x .0 1 1
Ž . X Ž Ž ..We get z9 g h f x q IK such that im h q Az9 s K q A h f x s J.1 1 0 1 1
Define h : Q s QX [ Ax ‚ J which extends hX : QX “ K : J by sending0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .x ‹ z9. Since z9 g h f x q IK : h f x q IJ, we have the following0 1 1 1 1
diagram commutative, as desired.
Ž .Now we will use Theorem 2.8 Mandal]Sridharan to prove more
addition results. For a partial converse, see Theorem 4.1 or Theorem 6.1.
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n. Let P and Q
Äbe rank r projecti¤e A-modules, Q ha¤ing a unimodular element. Suppose I
Äand I are comaximal ideals of A with dim ArI F r y 2. Suppose we ha¤e
one of the following sets of conditions.
Ž .1 dim ArI s 0 and r G n q 1.
Ž .  4 r r2 dim ArI F 1, r G max n, 3 , and n P ( n Q.
ÄIf there exist surjections f : P ‚ I and h: Q ‚ I, then there exists a surjection
ÄP ‚ I l I.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, let d be the maximum allow-
able value of dim ArI, i.e., 0 if the first set of conditions holds, and 1 if the
second set holds. Note that when r G n q 1, the case of r s 1 is trivial
ÄŽ .because P ( Q ( A by Corollary 2.5 1 , and so I and I principal imply
Ä ÄI l I s II is principal. So when d s 0, reducing to the case of constant
 4rank, we may assume r G max n q 1, 2 . We will use that r G 2 q d and
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r G n q 1 y d . Write Q s Q9 [ Ax. Without loss of generality, we may
ÄŽ . Ž .assume that h Q9 and I are comaximal, and that dim Arh Q9 F d .
Indeed, we apply Lemma 2.6 to get an automorphism f of Q such that
Ž .hf Q9 has the desired properties, and we replace h by hf.
w x Ž . w x Ž . w xLet I9 : A t be the ideal h Q9 A t q t q 1 A t . Consider the sur-
w x w x w x w x < w xjection Q t s Q9 t [ A t x ‚ I9 mapping Q9 t by h m A t andQ9 A
w x w xmapping x ‹ t q 1. This induces a surjection F: P t rI9P t (
w x w x Ž .2Q t rI9Q t ‚ I9r I9 , where we get the first isomorphism from Corol-
Ž . w x Ž .lary 2.5 1 since dim A t rI9 s dim Arh Q9 F d .
Ä Äw x w x Ž .Let I0 : A t be the extended ideal IA t . Since h Q9 and I are
w xcomaximal, so are I9 and I0. Using r G 2 q d G 2 q dim A t rI9, we
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .apply Theorem 2.8 Mandal]Sridharan to f : P ‚ I s I9 0 l I0 0 and
w x Žthe above surjection F, to get a surjection P t ‚ I9 l I0. The condition
Ž . Ž . Ž . .f mod I9 0 s F 0 is trivially satisfied since I9 0 s A. We specialize this
Ž . Ž Ž . .surjection at t s h x y 1 to get our desired surjection P ‚ I9 h x y 1
ÄŽ Ž . .l I0 h x y 1 s I l I.
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n. Let Q be a
Ärank r projecti¤e A-module ha¤ing a unimodular element. Suppose I and I are
Äcomaximal ideals of A with dim ArI F r y 2 and dim ArI F r y 2. If
Ä2 r G n q 3 and there exist surjections Q ‚ I and Q ‚ I, then there exists a
Äsurjection Q ‚ I l I.
w x rTheorem 3.6 was proved by Sridharan RS1, Theorem 4 for Q s A ,
Ä Äht I s ht I s r, dim ArI s dim ArI s n y r, and 2 r G n q 3. Note that
Äthese conditions in fact imply dim ArI F r y 3 and dim ArI F r y 3.
wEven earlier, this theorem was proved by Mohan Kumar MK2, Corollary
x1 for A a reduced affine ring of dimension n over a field which is finite or
n Äalgebraically closed, Q s A , and I and I complete intersection ideals.
Proof. Write Q s Q9 [ Ax. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, by apply-
Ä Ž .ing Lemma 2.6, we can find a surjection g : Q ‚ I such that g Q9 and I1 1
Ž .are comaximal and dim Arg Q9 F r y 2. Applying Lemma 2.6 again, we1
Ž . Ž .can find a surjection g : Q ‚ I such that g Q9 and g Q9 are comaxi-2 1 2
Ž .mal and dim Arg Q9 F r y 2.2
2 Ž Ž . . w xFor i s 1, 2, let F be the polynomial t q g x y 2 t q 1 g A t , andi i
w x Ž . w x w xlet J : A t be the ideal g Q9 A t q F A t . Since F is monic,i i i i
w x Ž . w xdim A t rJ s dim Arg Q9 F r y 2. We have surjections Q t ‚ J in-i i i
< X w xduced by g m A t and x ‹ F . Let I9 s J l J , which contains theQi A i 1 2
Ž . Ž .monic polynomial F F . Since g Q9 and g Q9 are comaximal, so are J1 2 1 2 1
and J . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the above surjections induce2
w x w x w x w x w x w x 2 2 Ž .2Q t rI9Q t ( Q t rJ Q t [ Q t rJ Q t ‚ J rJ [ J rJ ( I9r I9 .1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž w x.We can now apply Theorem 2.8 Mandal]Sridharan with I0 s A t to
w xget a surjection Q t ‚ I9. Specializing this map at t s 1, we get our
ÄŽ . Ž .desired surjection Q ‚ J 1 l J 1 s I l I.1 2
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4. THE SUBTRACTION PRINCIPLE
In a Noetherian ring A with P a projective module, subtraction is
always possible when rank P G 1 q dim A, as we see in the following
theorem. Once we have dealt with this case, the purpose of this section is
to establish a principle for subtraction when rank P s dim A, which we
will do in Theorem 4.5.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a Noetherian ring, P a projecti¤e A-module with
Ärank P G 1 q dim A. Suppose I and I are comaximal ideals of A. If there
Ä Äexists a surjection P ‚ I l I, then there exists a surjection P ‚ I.
ÄProof. Let g : P ‚ I l I be a surjective map; we think of g as an
ÄŽ . Želement of P*. Let X s Spec A y V I . Applying Theorem 2.2 Eisen-
Ä2 Ä2. Ž .bud]Evans to g, 1 and I P* : P*, we get h g I P* such that f s g q h
Ä Äis basic on X. We claim f : P “ A has image I. Since g and h map into I,
2 2Ä Ä Ä Ä Äim f : I. Now, since h g I P*, f s g : PrIP ‚ IrI , which is surjective.
2Ä Ä Ä ÄSo if p = I, f : P rIP ‚ I rI is surjective, and by Nakayama's Lemma,p p p p p
Ä Ä Äso is f : P ‚ I . But if p W I, then since f is basic at p , f : P ‚ A s I .p p p p p p p
ÄSo f : P ‚ I is surjective at all primes, and we are done.
Remark 4.2. In fact, Theorem 4.1 holds under the slightly weaker
ÄŽ Ž .. w xhypothesis that rank P G 1 q j-dim Spec A y V I . See Sw for the defi-
nition of j-dim and details on applying the Eisenbud]Evans Theorem with
generalized dimension functions which involve j-dim.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let B be a Noetherian ring with dim B F 1, Q a
projecti¤e B-module, and B ‚ B a surjecti¤e ring homomorphism. Then the
Ž . Ž .natural map SL Q “ SL Q m B is surjecti¤e.B
Remark 4.4. The hypotheses that B is Noetherian and dim B F 1 can
w xbe weakened to psr B F 2. For details on projective stable range, see Sw .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume Q has constant rank
Ž .r and Q / 0. Then by Theorem 2.4 Serre , Q ( Q [ Q with Q of rank1 2 1
1 and Q free of rank r y 1. We induct on r, r s 1 being trivial. We write2
Q for Q m B and Q for Q m B. Let I be the kernel of B ‚ B.B i i B
Ž . Ž .For r s 2, write an arbitrary element of SL Q as a 2 = 2 matrix b ,i j
Ž . Ž .with b g Hom Q , Q . Then 1 s det b s b b y b b , wherei j B j i i j 11 22 12 21
Ž .b b indicates the composition in Hom Q , Q s B. Choose any12 21 B 1 1
Ž . Ž .lift of each b to get b g End Q . Let x s 1 y b b q b b g I;i j i j B 11 22 12 21
Ž . Ž .so b b x is a unimodular row. By Theorem 2.2 Eisenbud]Evans ,21 22
X Ž . X Ž .there exist b g Hom Q , Q and b g Hom Q , Q such that21 B 1 2 22 B 2 2
Ž X X .b q xb b q xb is unimodular. Replacing b and b with b q21 21 22 22 21 22 21
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X X Ž .xb and b q xb , we may assume b b is unimodular, say c b q21 22 22 21 22 11 22
Ž .c b s 1 for c g B and c g Hom Q , Q . Consider the matrix12 21 11 12 B 2 1
b q xc b y xc11 11 12 12 .ž /b b21 22
Ž .Since x s 1 y b b q b b g I, this matrix also lifts b , and its11 22 12 21 i j
Ž .determinant is b b y b b q x c b q c b s 1, which completes11 22 12 21 11 22 12 21
the r s 2 case.
Ž .We now inductively prove the case r G 3. As above, let b be ani j
Ž . Ž . Ž .arbitrary element of SL Q , b g Hom Q , Q . Now, b b g B [i j B j i 11 12
Ž . ŽHom Q , Q is a unimodular row. Indeed, locally it is the bottom row ofB 2 1
rŽ . .a matrix in SL B . Since r y 1 G 1 q dim B we can apply Theorem 2.2p
X XŽ . Ž .Eisenbud]Evans to find b g Hom Q , Q such that b q b b is12 B 2 1 12 11 12
unimodular. Consider the equation
X Xb b b b q b b11 12 11 12 11 12 1 yb12s .
X ž /ž /  0b b 0 1b b q b b21 22 21 22 21 12
Ž .The last matrix is elementary, and thus lifts to an element of SL Q . So
Ž .replacing b , we may assume that b is unimodular, say c gi j 12 21
Ž .Hom Q , Q with b c s 1. Now consider the equationB 1 2 12 21
1 bb b 1 01211 12 s .c b y 1 1ž /Ž .ž /  0 21 11b b b y b c b y 1 bŽ .21 22 21 22 21 11 22
Ž .As above, the second matrix can be lifted to SL Q , so again replacing
Ž .b , we may assume that b s 1. Finally, we have the equationi j 11
1 01 b 1 012 1 b12s .ž /ž /b 1 ž /0 b y b bž / 21b b 0 122 21 1221 22
Ž .Again, the outer matrices can be lifted to SL Q , and by our induction
Ž .hypothesis, the middle matrix can also be lifted to SL Q , so we are done.
Now we are ready to state and prove our basic principle for subtraction.
Ž .THEOREM 4.5 Subtraction Principle . Let A be a Noetherian ring of
dimension n G 3. Let P and Q be projecti¤e modules of rank n, Q ha¤ing a
n n Äunimodular element, with n Q ( n P. Let I and I be comaximal ideals
Äwith dim ArI F n y 2 and dim ArI F 1. Suppose there exist surjections
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Äh: Q ‚ I and g : P ‚ I l I and an isomorphism g : QrIQ “ PrIP suchÄ
that nng s n m ArI for some isomorphism n : nn Q “ nn P, and suchÄA
that the following diagram commutes.
g 6
QrIQ PrIP
6
gm ArIhm ArI AA 6
2 Ä ÄI l IrI I l IIrI Ž .
ÄThen there exists a surjection P ‚ I.
Ž .Proof. Write Q s Q9 [ Ax. By Lemma 2.6, we get f g SL Q such
ÄŽ . Ž .that hf Q9 and I are comaximal, and dim Arhf Q9 F 1. Replacing h
ÄŽ . Ž .by hf and g by g f m ArI , we may assume h Q9 and I are comaximalA
Ž .and dim Arh Q9 F 1. Here we use that f has determinant 1, so that
nng s n m ArI is preserved.A
w x Ž . w x Ž Ž .. w xLet I9, I0 : A t be the ideals I9 s h Q9 A t q t q h x A t and
Ä Äw x Ž .I0 s IA t . Since h Q9 and I are comaximal, so are I9 and I0. Note that
Ž . w x Ž .I9 0 s I and A t rI9 ( Arh Q9 has dimension F 1.
Ž . w x w x w x w xBy Corollary 2.5 2 , choose b : Q t rI9Q t “ P t rI9P t to be anÄ
n w x n Ž .isomorphism such that n b s n m A t rI9. Since n b 0 s n m ArI sA A
n y1 Ž . Ž .n g , we have g b 0 g SL QrIQ . Applying Proposition 4.3 to the
w x Ž w x w x.surjection A t rI9 ‚ ArI induced by t ‹ 0, we get that SL Q t rI9Q t
Ž . Ž w x w x.‚ SL QrIQ is surjective. So let L g SL Q t rI9Q t be such that
Ž . y1 Ž .L 0 s g b 0 .
w x w x Ž .2Let H: Q t rI9Q t ‚ I9r I9 be the map induced by mapping
w x w x Ž . Ž .Q9 t by h m A t and sending x ‹ t q h x . Then H 0 s h m ArI.A A
Ä y1 w x w xConsider the surjections g : P ‚ I l I and HLb : P t rI9P t ‚
Ž .2 Ž y1 .Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . y1Ž .I9r I9 . We then have HLb 0 s h m ArI g b 0 b 0 sA
Ž . y1 Žh m ArI g s g m ArI. So we can apply Theorem 2.8 Mandal]A A
. w xSridharan to get a surjective map P t ‚ I9 l I0 which we specialize at
Ä ÄŽ .t s 1 y h x to get the desired surjection P ‚ A l I s I.
5. PREPARATION FOR SUBTRACTION
This section contains the tools we need to prove our main subtraction
result, Theorem 6.1, from our subtraction principle, Theorem 4.5. In the
notation of Theorem 4.5, recall that we need to have surjections h: Q ‚ I
Äand g : P ‚ I l I and an isomorphism g : QrIQ “ PrIP such thatÄ
Ž . ng m ArI g s h m ArI, and n g s n m ArI for some isomorphismA A A
n : nn Q “ nn P. Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.4 will allow us to find gÄ
Ž .such that g m ArI g s h m ArI. We will use Proposition 5.6 then toA A
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alter h and g so that we will also have nng with the desired form. Finally,
Proposition 5.7 will allow us to push our subtraction results a bit farther.
ŽAs we will see in Remark 6.3, even without Proposition 5.7, we will get all
.the applications of Section 1.
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a Noetherian ring, dim A F 1, P and M projecti¤e
Ž .A-modules. If f , g : P ‚ M are surjections, then there exists u g GL P such
Ž .that fu s g. Further, if rank P G 1 q rank M, we can choose u g SL P .
Proof. Let K s ker f and K s ker g, and consider the following1 2
diagram.
Since M is projective, we choose any splitting maps s and t as indicated.
Ž .Now, P ( M [ K ( M [ K . So by Corollary 2.5 1 , we can find an1 2
isomorphism a : K “ K . This allows us to find u which makes theÄ1 2
Ž .diagram commute. Specifically, we select u s sg q a 1 y tg . By the snake
Ž .lemma, u g GL P , and clearly fu s g.
Now suppose rank P G 1 q rank M. Since rank K G 1, we have that1
Ž rank K1 . = Ž rank P . Ž .GL n K s A s GL n P . Applying Corollary 2.5 2 , find1
Ž . y1 Ž .b g GL K with det b s det u . Let c s b [ 1 g GL P , i.e., c s1 M
Ž . y1sf q b 1 y sf . Then det c s det b s det u and fc s f. Letting u 9 s
Ž .cu g SL P , we have fu 9 s fu s g, as desired.
ŽWe recall the following consequence of Nakayama's Lemma. See, e.g.,
w x .L, I.1.6 .
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a ring, I : rad A an ideal, P and Q
projecti¤e modules. Let ``bar '' denote mod I.
Ž .1 Any isomorphism P “ Q can be lifted to an isomorphism P “ Q.Ä Ä
Ž .2 For u : P “ Q a homomorphism, if u is an isomorphism, then so
is u .
LEMMA 5.3. Let A be any ring, I : rad A an ideal, M an A-module, P a
projecti¤e A-module, f , g : P “ M maps with f surjecti¤e. Let ``bar '' denote
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Ž .mod I. Suppose there exists u g GL P such that f u s g. Then there exists
Ž .u g GL P which lifts u , and such that fu s g.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Proposition 5.2 1 , let u g GL P lift u . Then fu y gs 0,0 0
so fu y g has image in IM. Since P is projective, we can find a : P “ IP0
making the following diagram commute.
IP6
a f
6
66
P IM
fu yg0
Ž .Let u s u y a , which also lifts u . So fu s fu y fu y g s g, and by0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Proposition 5.2 2 , u g GL P .
PROPOSITION 5.4. If A is an Artinian ring, M a module, P a projecti¤e
Ž .module, and f , g : P ‚ M surjections, then there exists u g GL P such that
fu s g.
Proof. Let ``bar'' denote mod rad A. Since A is the product of fields, P
Ž .and M are both A-projective. Apply Lemma 5.1 to get u g GL P such
that f u s g. Then apply Lemma 5.3 to get the desired u .
Ž . Ž .In the next lemma, we will use 1 to prove 2 , which will be used to
prove Proposition 5.6.
LEMMA 5.5. Let A be a ring, M an n = n matrix with entries in A, and
d s det M.
Ž . ny11 Let M9 be the adjoint of M. Then det M9 s d . If n G 2, then
dny2M is the adjoint of M9.
Ž .2 Suppose n G 2. Write in block form
x HM s ,ž /K L
Ž . Ž . Ž .where x g A, and H, K, and L are 1 = n y 1 , n y 1 = 1, and n y 1
Ž . w x= n y 1 matrices, respecti¤ely. Let B be the adjoint of L. Let I resp. I be0
w x ny1 ny2the image of the map gi¤en by H resp. HB : A “ A. Then x det B ’
dny2 mod I and dny2I : I : I. In particular, I s I if M is in¤ertible.0 0 0
ŽProof. Other than the final sentence which clearly follows from the
. w xprevious statement , we may prove the lemma for A s Z T , . . . , T11 nn
Ž . Ž .with T indeterminates, 1 F i, j F n and M s T . Then we specializei j i j
to any matrix over any ring. So without loss of generality, we assume A is a
Ž .domain, d / 0, and in the notation of 2 , det L / 0.
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Ž . Ž . Ž . nFor 1 , since d ? det M9 s det MM9 s det d1 s d , by our assump-n
tions above, det M9 s dny1. Further, taking d1 s MM9 and right multi-n
Ž .adj ny1plying by the adjoint of M9, we get d M9 s M ? det M9 s d M, so by
Ž .adj ny2canceling again, M9 s d M, as desired.
Ž .For 2 , write the adjoint of M in similar block form:
x9 H9M9 s .ž /K 9 L9
We claim that HB s yH9. Indeed, we have the equation
d 0 x9 H9 x Hs d1 s M9M s .n ž / ž /0 d1ž / K 9 L9 K Lny1
Thus x9H q H9L s 0, or x9H s yH9L. Right multiplying by B, x9HB s
ydet L ? H9. Note that by standard techniques to compute adjoint matri-
ces, x9 s det L; and so by our choice of A and M at the beginning of the
proof of this lemma, we can cancel to get HB s yH9, as desired. Note
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that trivially im HB : im H , so we conclude im H9 s im HB :
Ž . ny2im H . Repeating this argument for M9 and its adjoint d M, we
ny2 Ž . Ž ny2 . Ž . Ž .conclude that d im H s im d H : im H9 . Since I s im H and
Ž . Ž . ny2I s im HB s im H9 , we have the desired d I : I : I.0 0
Finally, the matrix equation above gives us x9x q H9K s d. Since
Ž . Ž . Ž .im H9 s im HB s I , we get that x9x ’ d mod I . From 1 , det B s0 0
Ž .ny2 ny2det L ; and we saw above that x9 s det L. Thus x det B s
ny2 ny2Ž .xx9 ’ d mod I .0
Ž .We now use Lemma 5.5 2 in the following extension of a result of
w xSridharan RS1, Proposition to Theorem 5; RS2, Theorem 1.11 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.6 Sridharan . Let A be a ring and Q a projecti¤e A-mod-
ule which has a free direct summand of rank 2. Suppose h: Q ‚ I is a
surjection onto an ideal I, and d g ArI is a unit. Suppose either
Ž .a A is a Z-algebra of finite type, rank Q G dim A, and dim ArI F 2,
or
Ž . 2b d s d for some d g ArI.0 0
Ž .Then there exists B g End Q such that hB: Q ‚ I is surjecti¤e and
det B g A has image dy1 g ArI.
Proof. Consider the case Q s A2. Select a basis of Q, and write
Ž .h s x , x with respect to this basis. Note that I s Ax q Ax . Select1 2 1 2
Ž .x g A which is a preimage of d g ArI. This makes x x x a unimod-0 0 1 2
Ž .ular row. In case b , we can choose x to be a square, and by a theorem of0
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w xSwan]Towber ST , there exists a 3 = 3 matrix M with entries in A such
Ž . Ž .that M has determinant 1 and first row x x x . In case a , dim A F0 1 2
wrank Q s 2, so we may choose such an M by VS, Corollary 18.1, Defini-
x Ž .tion in Sects. 2, 7 . In both cases, let B g End Q be given by the adjoint
Ž .of the 2 = 2 matrix in the lower right corner of M. By Lemma 5.5 2 , hB
has image I and x det B ’ 1 mod I, so det B has image dy1, as desired.0
ŽFor the general case, write Q s Q [ Q with Q free of rank 2. In1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .case a , we apply Lemma 2.6 twice to get f g SL Q with dim Arhf Q2
F 2 so that by replacing h by hf, we may assume without loss of
Ž . . Ž .generality that dim Arh Q F 2. Let ``bar'' be reduction mod h Q . We2 2
can apply the above case to h: Q ‚ I and d g ArI s ArI to get1
Ž .B g End Q such that hB : Q ‚ I is surjective and det B g A has1 1 1 1 1
y1 Ž . Ž .image d . Lift B to B g End Q , and let B s B [ 1 g End Q .1 1 1 1 Q2
This satisfies the desired conditions.
Ž .Ž .We will need 3 c of the next proposition in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let B be a ring, F a free B-module of rank r, M a
Ž r .B-module, and g : F ‚ M a surjection. Let L s Ann n M and I : B beB
any ideal. Then we ha¤e:
Ž . r Ž . Ž .1 n MrIM ( Br I q L .
Ž .2 MrIM is BrI-free of rank r if and only if I = L.
Ž . Ž . =3 Suppose u g GL F , c g B is a unit, and det u ’ c mod L.
Suppose one of the following conditions holds.
Ž .a B is local and L s B,
Ž .b L is a nilpotent ideal, or
Ž .c B is Artinian.
Ž .Then there exists u 9 g GL F such that gu s gu 9 and det u 9 s c.
Proof. Since nr g : B ( nr F ‚ nr M is surjective, nr M is a cyclic
module, so nr M ( BrL. Thus nr MrIM ( nr M m BrI ( BrL m BrIB B
Ž . Ž .( Br I q L . So we have 1 .
Claim. Let x , . . . , x g M be the image via g of a basis of F. Let1 r
L : B be generated by coefficients a g B which appear in equations1 i
a x q ??? qa x s 0. Then L s L . Further, the map FrLF ‚ MrLM1 1 r r 1
induced by g is an isomorphism.
Proof. First we show g : FrL F ‚ MrL M is an isomorphism. Since1 1
the x are the image of a basis, it suffices to show that if c x q ??? qc xi 1 1 r r
g L M, then for all i, c g L . But if c x q ??? qc x s d x q ??? qd x ,1 i 1 1 1 r r 1 1 r r
Ž . Ž .with d g L , then c y d x q ??? q c y d x s 0, so by definition ofi 1 1 1 1 r r r
L , c y d g L . Thus c g L as desired.1 i i 1 i 1
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r rSince g is an isomorphism, n MrL M ( n FrL F ( BrL , and so by1 1 1
Ž .1 , L s L q L, i.e., L : L . To see L : L, suppose b x q ??? qb x1 1 1 1 1 1 r r
Ž . Ž .s 0. Fix i, 1 F i F r. Then b x n ??? n x s x n ??? n Ý y b xi 1 r 1 j/ i j j
n ??? n x s 0, so b annihilates the generator x n ??? n x of nr M, i.e.,r i 1 r
b g L. Thus L : L, and the claim is complete.i 1
Ž . rNow we show 2 . If MrIM is free of rank r, then n MrIM ( BrI, so
Ž .by 1 , I s I q L, i.e., I = L. Conversely, suppose I = L. By the above
claim, FrLF “ MrLM is an isomorphism, thus so is FrIF “ MrIM,Ä Ä
which tells us that MrIM is rank r free.
Ž . Ž .Ž .For 3 , notice that 3 c follows from the other cases, by expressing B
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .as a product of Artinian local rings, and applying 3 a or 3 b to each
factor.
Ž .Ž .To prove 3 a , by the above claim, there is a linear dependence
a x q ??? qa x s 0 with some a a unit. By multiplying through by ay11 1 r r i i
and reordering, we may assume that a s 1. Let M be the following r = r1
matrix.
a 0 ??? 01
. . .. . .M s .. . . 0a 0 ??? 0r
Ž Ž y1 . .Let u 9 s 1 q c det u y 1 M u . Since M has image in ker g, gu s gu 9.r
Ž y1 . Ž .Since a s 1, det u 9 s c det u det u s c; since c is a unit, u 9 g GL F ,1
as desired.
Ž .Ž .Finally, we show 3 b . By the claim, let a x q ??? qa x s 0 bei1 1 i r r
equations, 1 F i F m, such that the a generate the ideal L : L, withi j 0
Ždet u y c g L . We use the ideal L since L may not be finitely gener-0 0
.ated. We now inductively establish:
Ž .Claim. For any k G 1, there exists u g GL F such that gu s guk k
and det u ’ c mod Lk .k 0
Proof. For k s 1, we select u s u , of course. Assume the claim for1
some fixed k G 1. Let d s det u g B=. Since d y c g Lk , we have d y ck 0
s Ý b a , for some b g Lky1. For 1 F i F m and 1 F j F r, let M bei, j i j i j i j 0 i j
the following r = r matrix, with the a # in the jth column,i
0 ??? 0 a 0 ??? 0i1
. . . . .y1 . . . . .M s d b .i j i j . . . . . 00 ??? 0 a 0 ??? 0i r
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Ž Ž .. ŽLet u s Ł 1 y M u . The product over indices i, j may be takenkq1 i, j r i j k
.in any order. Since the image of each M is in ker g, gu s gu s gu .i j kq1 k
Ž Ž y1 .. Ž y1 .And det u s Ł 1 y d b a d ’ 1 y Ý d b a d s d ykq1 i, j i j i j i, j i j i j
Ý b a s c mod Lkq1. Since Lkq1 is nilpotent and c g B=, det u gi, j i j i j 0 0 kq1
= Ž .B , so u g GL F . The claim is complete.kq1
Ž .Ž . k kFor 3 b , apply the latter claim for k large enough so that L : L s 0.0
6. SUBTRACTION
We need the following definition in order to state our subtraction
results.
DEFINITION. For A a ring and I : A an ideal, we say I is a quadratic
Ž .= =lifting ideal if for any unit d g ArI , there exists a unit u g A such
Ž 2 .that ud g ArI is a square i.e., ud s b for some b g ArI .
Ž .THEOREM 6.1 Subtraction Result . Let A be a Noetherian ring of
dimension n G 3. Let P and Q be projecti¤e A-modules of rank n, Q ha¤ing a
n n Äunimodular element, with n P ( n Q. Let I and I be comaximal ideals
Äwith dim ArI F n y 2. Suppose I s I l I with I and I comaximal,1 2 1 2
dim ArI F 0, and dim ArI F 1. Suppose we ha¤e one of the following sets1 2
of conditions.
Ž . 2a I rI is a projecti¤e ArI -module, and A is a finite type Z-algebra.2 2 2
Ž . 2b I rI is a projecti¤e ArI -module of rank F n y 1, and L s2 2 2
Ž n 2 .Ann n I rI is a quadratic lifting ideal.A 1 1
ÄIf there exist surjections Q ‚ I and P ‚ I l I, then there exists a surjection
ÄP ‚ I.
After proving Theorem 6.1, we will discuss what sort of ideals are
quadratic lifting ideals, and more generally we will discuss applications of
Theorem 6.1. Note that by Theorem 3.5, we have a converse of this
Ätheorem, in the sense that if we have surjections Q ‚ I and P ‚ I, then
Äwe can get a surjection P ‚ I l I.
Ž . Ž n 2 . Ž n .We remark that in b , we have L s Ann n I rI s Ann n I .A 1 1 A
n n 2 n Ž .Indeed, by Proposition 6.2 below, n I ( n IrI ( n IrI I [ IrI I1 2
n Ž 2 2 . n 2( n I rI [ I rI ( n I rI . The last isomorphism exists because I1 1 2 2 1 1 1
and I are comaximal, and I rI 2 being projective of rank F n y 1 implies2 2 2
nn I rI 2 s 0.2 2
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PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A be a ring, P a projecti¤e module of rank r G 2,
Ž r .and P ‚ I a surjection onto an ideal I : A. Then I : Ann n I and theA
natural map nr I “ nr IrI 2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since we can check our conclusions locally, we may assume P is
free. If x , . . . , x g I is the image of a basis of P, then x n ??? n x1 r 1 r
generates nr I. For fixed 1 F i F r, select 1 F j F r with j / i. Then
Ž . Ž .x x n ??? n x s x x n ??? n x n x n x n ??? n x s 0, so x gi 1 r j 1 jy1 i jq1 r i
Ž r . rAnn n I . Since the x generate I, I annihilates n I. This also showsA i
r r r 2n I ( n I m ArI ( n IrI .A
ÄProof of Theorem 6.1. Fix a surjection g : P ‚ I l I. There exists a
surjection Q ‚ I, and by Corollary 3.3, we may assume Q s Any1 [ nn P.
ŽWe will be using Proposition 5.6, so we need Q to have a free direct
. n nsummand of rank 2. Select n : n Q “ n P an isomorphism. SinceÄ
Ž .dim ArI F 1, by Corollary 2.5 2 , select a : QrIQ “ PrIP an isomor-Ä
phism such that nna s n m ArI. Let ``bar'' denote mod I, and considerA
the following diagram.
au 66QrIQ QrIQ PrIP
6
6
gh
2 Ä ÄI l IrI I l IŽ .IrI
Ž .Claim. We can find a surjection h: Q ‚ I and u g GL QrIQ which
Ž .make the above diagram commute. In b , we may also assume that
det u g ArI is a square.
Ž .= Ž .Suppose the claim is established. Let d s det u g ArI , which in b
Ž .is a square. We apply Proposition 5.6 to find B g End Q such that
y1hB: Q ‚ I is surjective and det B s d . Replacing h by hB and u by u B,
n Ž . nwe may assume that det u s 1. Then n au s n a s n m ArI andA
the above diagram commutes. So we can now apply Theorem 4.5 to
Äget the desired surjection P ‚ I.
All that remains is to prove the claim. Since ArI ( ArI = ArI ,1 2
Ž .proving the claim is equivalent to finding h: Q ‚ I and u g GL QrI Q ,i i
i s 1, 2, such that the following diagram commutes for i s 1, 2.
am ArIAr I iui 66QrI Q QrI Q PrI Pi i i(
6
gm ArIA i
6
hm ArIA i
6
6
2 Ä ÄI l IrI I l II rIIrI I Ž .ii ii
Ž .In b , we must also have det u a square, i s 1, 2.i
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Ž .Fix h: Q ‚ I any surjection. In a , we can apply Proposition 5.4 to find
Ž .u and Lemma 5.1 to find u . So we need only now consider b . By1 2
Ž .Proposition 5.4, find u g GL QrI Q such that the above diagram com-1 1
Ž .mutes for i s 1. Since L which contains I is, by assumption, a quadratic1
lifting ideal, find u g A= such that u det u maps to a square in ArL.1
Ž .Since Q has a unimodular element, we can find U g GL Q such that
Ž .det U s u. Replacing h by hU and u by u U m ArI , we may assume1 1 A 1
Ž .Ž .that det u maps to a square of ArL. By applying Proposition 5.7 3 c to1
Ž .Ž .the ring B s ArI and the surjection g m ArI a m ArI , we may1 A 1 A r I 1
Žreplace u , so that det u is itself a square. Note that QrI Q is rank r1 1 1
Ž . .free by Corollary 2.5 1 . Now apply Lemma 5.1 to find u making the2
above diagram commute, with det u s 1. This completes the claim.2
Remark 6.3. Note in the above proof that if I is itself a quadratic1
Ž .Ž .lifting ideal, then we do not need to apply Proposition 5.7 3 c . In all of
the applications of Section 1 and in the applications below, we use this
limited case where I is itself a quadratic lifting ideal.1
Now let us look at examples of quadratic lifting ideals. If A is an affine
algebra over a field F and m is the maximal ideal of an F-rational point,
Ž .= = =then m is a quadratic lifting ideal, since Arm ( F : A . If A is any
Žring and I : A is an ideal such that ArI is quadratically closed i.e., every
.element is a square , then I is a quadratic lifting ideal. For example, I
could be the intersection of a finite number of maximal ideals m suchi
Ž .that for all i, Arm is algebraically closed or just quadratically closed .i
Combining these ideas, suppose A is an affine algebra over a field F, m 0
is a maximal ideal of an F-rational point, and m , . . . , m are maximal1 t
ideals such that Arm is quadratically closed for 1 F i F t. Then J si
Žm l m l ??? l m is a quadratic lifting ideal. Indeed, given d g0 1 t
Ž .= Ž . =ArJ , d s d , d , . . . , d , d g Arm , we can find u g A such that0 1 t i i
Ž X X . .ud s 1, d , . . . , d , which is a square. We can say more, however. If1 t
char F / 2, J s m l m l ??? l m is as above, and I is an ideal such0 1 t'that I s J, then I is a quadratic lifting ideal by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let A be a ring and I : J : A ideals. If ArI is
Artinian and I is a quadratic lifting ideal, then J is a quadratic lifting ideal.
' 'Con¤ersely, if ArI is Noetherian, J is a quadratic lifting ideal, I s J , and 2
is a unit of ArI, then I is a quadratic lifting ideal.
Proof. The first statement follows directly from the definition of a
quadratic lifting ideal since every unit of ArJ is the image of a unit of
ArI. For the second statement, we need the following lemma.
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LEMMA 6.5. Let B be any ring, J : B a nilpotent ideal. Fix an integer
r G 1 and suppose r is a unit in B. Let a g B= be a unit, and suppose
a ’ br mod J. Then a s br for some b g B.1
Proof. Since J is nilpotent, find N such that J N s 0. We induct on N,
N s 1 being trivial. For N ) 1, by applying our induction hypothesis to the
ring BrJ Ny1, we can find b g B such that a ’ br mod J Ny1. Since2 2
Ž ry1.y1Ž r .J : rad B and a is a unit, b is a unit. Let b s b q rb a y b .2 2 2 2
Ny1 2 rŽ .Since J s 0, b s a, as desired.
Ž .=To prove the other statement of Proposition 6.4, let d g ArI be a
unit. Then there exists u g A= such that the image of ud in ArJ is a
square. Applying Lemma 6.5 with B s ArI, J s JrI, and a s ud, we see
that ud g ArI is itself a square. This completes our proposition.
In looking at where Theorem 6.1 can be applied, let us begin with some
Ä Žgeneral remarks. Any of I, I , or I may be equal to A. In particular,1 2
Ä .I s A will give as a conclusion that P has a unimodular element. We also
remark that if IrI 2 is a projective ArI-module, then automatically I rI 22 2
Ž .is a projective ArI -module. Finally, note that in b , since L = I , we2 1
know by Proposition 6.4 that if I is a quadratic lifting ideal, then so is L.1
Ž .Also see Remark 6.3. Now let us compare Theorem 6.1 to the subtraction
w xresults of MS , which we recall from Section 1.
THEOREM. Let A be a Noetherian ring of dimension n G 3 and P be a
Äprojecti¤e A-module of rank n with tri¤ial determinant. Let I and I be
comaximal ideals of A of height n. Suppose we ha¤e surjections An ‚ I and
Ä ÄP ‚ I l I. Then there exists a surjection P ‚ I pro¤ided either of the follow-
ing sets of conditions holds.
Ž . w x1 MS, Theorem 3.5 A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F and I is the
maximal ideal of an F-rational point.
Ž . w x 22 MS, Theorem 3.14 IrI is a free ArI-module of rank n and one
of the following conditions holds.
Ž .i A is a finitely generated Z-algebra.
Ž .ii A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F and ArI is the product of
quadratically closed fields.
'Ž .iii A is an affine algebra o¤er a field F, char F / 2, and Ar I is
a product of quadratically closed fields.
ÄFirst we note that in Theorem 6.1, we weaken the hypothesis ht I s n to
Ädim ArI F n y 2; we made the same extension for addition in Theorem
3.5. Also as for addition, we allow P to have non-trivial determinant by
replacing An with Q, a projective module with a unimodular element, of
equal rank and determinant to P.
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Let us consider what ideals we can subtract in the case where I s I ,2
i.e., I s A. That is, I can be any ideal with dim ArI F 1 such that IrI 2 is1
Ža projective ArI-module of rank F n y 1. In the case of a Z-algebra, we
2 .can drop the restriction on the rank of IrI . This covers, for example, any
local complete intersection ideal of height n y 1. It also covers an inter-
section of finitely many maximal ideals m of height F n y 1 whichi
w xdefine regular points. All of these examples are completely new, as MS
only looked at I having height n.
Next, let us look at the case where we have I s I , i.e., I s A. These1 2
w xexamples will be generalizations of results of MS . The first observation is
w x 2that in MS, Theorem 3.14 , it turns out that requiring IrI to be a rank n
free ArI-module is entirely unnecessary. So, for instance, when we are
looking at a finitely generated Z-algebra, we can now subtract any ideal I
with dim ArI s 0. In applications, requiring IrI 2 to be rank n free is
fairly restrictive. For example, if I is a finite intersection of maximal
ideals, IrI 2 is rank n free if and only if every maximal ideal defines a
regular point.
wFurther, in the case of an affine algebra over a field F resp. over a field
xF with char F / 2 , notice that by our discussion above, we can subtract
w xany ideal which defines resp. whose radical defines the union of a
rational point with closed points whose residue fields are quadratically
closed. In particular, if char F / 2, we can subtract off an ideal whose
radical defines a rational point. As pointed out in Section 1, this particular
result has been used by Bhatwadekar and Sridharan to produce certain
w xcounterexamples BS .
Finally, we can combine the cases of I s I and I s I by taking the1 2
general case where I s I l I with I and I comaximal, and having1 2 1 2
forms as described above. This is a non-trivial extension, just as in the case
of combining a rational point with points with quadratically closed residue
fields. This is because we are not able to simply iteratively subtract off first
I and then I , because Theorem 6.1 requires having Q ‚ I, and we may1 2
have Q ‚ I l I without having both Q9 ‚ I and Q0 ‚ I .1 2 1 2
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